
Immunogeneties  and 

forms of interaction of 

non-allelic genes



Multiple alleles

 Studying the genome of the human 

population has shown its high 

heterogeneity due to the ability of some 

loci of chromosomes (genes therein) 

repeatedly mutate, resulting in a set of 

alleles genes for  the given locus.



 . alleles, which are represented in the 

population by more than two allelic 

states are called multiple 

 They arise as a result of multiple mutation 

of the same chromosome locus.



Multiple alleles maike the basis 

for the science Immunogenetics;

main directions of which are:
 1) genetics of histocompatibility; 

 2) the genetic control of immunoglobulins 

structuse and other immunologically 

important molecules; 

 3) genetic control of the immune response 

force;

 4) genetics of antigenes



Main directions of science 

Immunogenetics
 Antigens (Greek- anti, Génos - birth, 

descent), alien macromolecular 
substances which, when coming in to 
animals and humans cause the formation 
of substances specifically reactive with 
them, called antibodies.

 Antibodies - are proteins belonging to the 
class of γ-globulins  in blood and other 
bodily fluids of vertebrates. They are 
synthesized by B-lymphocytes.

 !!!! Congenital antibodies are characteristic 
only of antigenic system AB0.
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Inheritance of blood groups by 

the system  AB0
blood

group

phenotype genes genotypes

antigens 

(aglyutino 

genes)

antibodies

(agglutinins)

I (0) - α, β I0 I0I0

II (A) А β IА IАIА, IАI0

III (B) В α IВ IВIВ, IВI0

IV(AB) А В - IА, IВ IАIВ
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Diversity in group B

gene antigen

IВ2 В2

IВ3 В3

IВ4 В4

IВx Вx
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Diversity in group A
gene antigen frequency of occurrence

IA1 А1 аbout 80%

IA2 А2 аbout 12%

IA3 A3

1 per 1,000 people

IA4 A4

IA5 A5

IAm Am

IA0 A0

IAx Ax

IAy Ау

IAg Ag
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Genogeography

blood

group

Prevalence(spread )

I (0) New World (The Americas)

II (A) Europe and Australia

III (B) Asia

IV(AB) 5% of the population
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Medical value of antigenic system AB0:

 Transfusion (currently only one group blood is 

transfused) 

 Solving problem of the disputed paternity 

 In establishing zygosity of twins 

 For chromosome mapping and establishment of 

linkage groups. 

 They established links of antigens of the ABO 

system with a variety of infectious and non-

infections diseases 

 Conflict by the system AB0



Rh+ and Rh- blood system.
You know that human populations differ by 

one more system of blood-Rh-factor: 

people may have Rh+ and Rh- blood 

system.

In contrast to the ABO system, since their 

birth Rh+ and Rh-people have no 

antibodies, but Rh+ people have Rh 

antigen protein in erythrocyte membranes 

- Rh factor, and therefore they are called 

Rh +



Rh antigenic proteins are produced in 

the presence of dominant genes C, D 

or E in a person’s genotype. Presence 

of any dominant gene in the genotype 

determines the production of a Rh 

antigen protein (Rh factor),

and the presence of all the recessive 

genes c, d, e - absence of Rh antigens 

means that the person is Rh negative
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Concept of Rh - factor, and inheritance
Rh - factor genes genotypes phenotype

antigens antibodies

Rh – factor positive С, D, Е С_D_Е_ СДЕ -

Rh – factor positive С, D, е С_D_ее СД -

Rh – factor positive с, D, Е ссD_Е_ ДЕ -

Rh – factor positive с, D, е ссD_ее Д -

Rh - "prima"factor С, d, e C_ddee С -

Rh –”prima" factor c,d,E ccddE_ Е -

Rh –"second" factor С,d,E С_ddE_ С,Е -

Rh -negative factor c,d,e ccddee - -
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Distribution of Rh - factor in the 

human population
 European race

84% - Rh-positive people; 

16% - Rh-negative peop;

 Negroid race

16% - Rh-positive people; 

84% - Rh-negative people;

 Mongoloid race:

about 99% - Rh-positive people; 

about 1% - Rh-negative people;



Inheritance of multiple allelism type also implies 

inheritance of tissue antigenes -

histocompatibility system - a system of HLA.

Inheritance of this trait in humans, together with 

multiple loci mutations in which the genes 

responsible for the production of tissue antigens 

are located, is also associated with the 

phenomenon of polygenic inheritance type, 

when several non-allelic genes: A, B, C, D, DR 

, DQ, DP are responsible for the development 

of a trait and each locus has repeatedly 

mutated







As a result of such a large number of alleles 

(151) the human population has a huge diversity 

of genotypes, in fact one can never meet people 

with exactly the same genotype by HLA system 

(except for monozygotic twins).

This is a huge obstacle for tissue or organ 

implant survival rate in transplant operations. 

The differences in the genotype leads to 

differences in the set of synthesized tissue 

antigens in human organism and as a 

consequence results in rejection of organs or 

tissues (transplants).
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Histocompatibility system (system 

HLA)

 А- 21allele

 В- 47 alleles

 С- 8 alleles, 

 D- 19alleles

 DR-14alleles

 DQ- 36 alleles

 DР- 6alleles



Gene has a number of properties:

 discrete ness, i.e. development of various features 

controlled by different genes, located in different loci 

in chromosomes;

 stability (constancy) - transfer of genetic information 

in the unchanging form, in the absence of mutations;

 lability (instability) of the genes associated with their 

ability to mutate;

 specificity - each gene causes the development of a 

particular trait or traits;

 pleiotropy - one gene may be responsible for some

features;

 expressiveness - the degree of feature; 

 penetrance - the frequency of gene expression among its 

agents.



Forms of interaction between non-allelic 

genes

Genotype of organisms is a system of interacting genes.

Interaction manifests it self as a result of a pair of alleles , 

and the result of the different pairs of non-allelic genes. Very 

often the development of one trait is  affected by  two or more 

pairs of non-allelic genes. There are : Non-allelic interaction 

of genes  is observed also in humans.

 There are the following types of non-allelic interaction of 

genes :

 1.complementary ;

 2.epistetic;

 3.polimeric .



No interaction of non allelic 

genes
 1.complementarity (9:7); 

 2.epistetics: dominant (13:3; 12:3:1) 

recessive (9:3:4, 9:7) 

 3.polymery (15:1). .



dominant epistesis 

13:3; 1



 Plumage in chickens caused by two 

pairs of alleles: II (ii); CC (cc)

 II- supresses (epistatic) gene 

(supressor the work of the SS gene)

СС- causes the production of the enzyme 

(repressed-hypostatic gene)

ССII;CcII;CcIi; -white

ccii -white

Ccii;Ccii - coloured



Р ССII   +   ccii

white white 13:3
CI Ci ci cI

CI CCII

white

CCIi 

white

CcIi

white

CcII

white

Ci CCIi

white

Ccii
coloured

Ccii
coloured

CcIi

white

ci CcIi

white

Ccii
coloured

Ccii

white

Ccii

white

cI CcII

white

CcIi

white

ccII

white

ccII

white



Recessive epistesis

recessive (9:3:4, 9:7, 7:3:3:3)  by this type 

blood groups ABO are inherited: 

epistatic allele (recessive)пп is a suppressor 

of  all dominant alleles IA; IВ; 

At the same time the dominant allele ПП has 

no such feature.



IАIА nn - 1blood group

IBIB nn - 1 blood group

IAIA ПП  - 2  blood group

IBIB ПП  - 3 blood group

IAIB ПП - 4 blood group

IAIB nn    - 1 blood group



P     IaIoПп x           IbIo Пп

 гаметы

gametes IaП Iaп IоП Iоп

IвП IAIв ПП

group 4

IAIв Пп

group 4

IоIв ПП

group 3

IоIв Пп
group 3

Iвп IAIв Пп

group 4

IAIв пп

group 1

IоIв Пп

group 3

IоIв пп

group 1

IоП
IAIо ПП      

group 2

IAIо Пп

group 2

IoIо ПП

group1
IоIо Пп

group1

Iоп IAIо Пп

group 2

IAIо пп

group 1

IоIо Пп

group 1

IоIо пп
group 1



Recessive epistasis by ABO 

blood system

7:3:3:3 



Polymery
 Polymeric action of genes is related to the fact 

that several genes  of non- allelic genees of 

the same type of action may be responsible for 

the same trait , increasing its manifestation. 

Traits depending  on many polymeric genes, 

include, as a rule, quantitative features: eight, 

weight, intelligence, skin color. Genes 

responsible for quantitative traits have a 

combined effect.



 For example,  the pigmentation of skin in a 

human is controlled by Polymeric genes

S1 S1 S2 S2 s1s1s2s2

 In the presence of dominant alleles of 

these genes a lot of pigment is 

synthesized while in the presence of   

recessive genes - a little



Р    S1 S1 S2 S2 х s1s1s2s2

S1s1 S2s2 (mulatto)

гаметы S1 S2 S1s2 s1S2 s1s2

S1 S2 S1S1 S2S2

black skin

S1S1 S2S2 S1S1S2 S2 S1S1 S2 S2 

S1s2 S1S1 S2 s2 S1S1 s2s2 S1S1 S2 S2 S1s1 s2s2

s1S2 S1S1 S2 S2 S1S1 S2S2 S1S1 S2 S2 S1s1 s2s2

s1s2 S1s1s2s2 S1s1 s2s2 s1s1 s2s2
s1s1s2s2

white skin



Probability of having a baby 

with white and black skin is 

1/16; and different shades of 

color 14/16.


